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Domain formation inside thick crystals of ferroelectric PbNb206
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Abslract. Stress dependence of domains in thick crystals of PbNb~O6 is reported.
Successive etching shows numerous domains in the bulk not extending to the surface.
These domains have correlation with the dislocation substructure in the bulk. The
dislocations are in the form of small loops, and domain walls are found terminating
along with these loops. The general problem of volume nucleation is discussed, and
it is suggested that these dislocation loops play a significant role in domain formation.
Keywords. Etch pits; dislocation loops; domain.

1. Introduction
We showed in the case o f K N b O 8 that the thin and thick varieties of the crystal show
distinctively different textures of domain structure (Deshmukh and Ingle 1971,1972a, b;
Kulkarni et al 1973; Mishra and Ingle 1974; Ingle and Mishra 1977). D o m a i n
formation in any ferroelectric crystal suggests that the p h e n o m e n o n may not be
unique for KNbO3, and the ferroelectric PbNb~O 6 has been found to be a n o t h e r
example o f the type. Studies on thin crystals of PbNb~O 6 have been reported earlier
(Ingle and Bangre 1978), and this paper reports the studies on thick crystals. The
results are compared with those earlier obtained on K N b O 8.
Single crystals were grown from melt by employing G o o d m a n ' s (1953) technique in
a slightly modified method reported earlier (Ingle and Bangre 1978). Our studies on
thin crystals (Ingle and Bangre 1978) have shown that twinning on ~110~- planes o f
the cell o f F r a n c o m b e and Lewis (1958) or the subcell o f Labbe and others (1973)
gives rise to 90 ° and 180 ° domains at room temperature.

2. Domains in PbNbaO e crystals
The domains in thick crystals were studied by carrying out successive dissolution
as in KNbOa (Kulkarni et al 1973). The crystals grown were not subjected to
any electrical, thermal or mechanical treatment before use. The etchant used in
the present ease was obtained by dissolving NH4NO 3 in dil. H N O a in the p r o p o r t i o n
o f 0-5 g m N H 4 N O a to 6 cc o f 20~0 dil. HNOa. When crystals were successively
etched and examined under metallurgical microscope new domain lines were seen.
Figure 1 shows the successively etched crystal surface. Figure l a is the surface
etched for 10 rain. The perpendicular domain pattern o f 90 ~ domain walls is seen
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at the centre and in the Y region. The 45 ° pattern in the region Z is on another
grain (Ingle and Bangre 1978). The same crystal surface after 90 min etching is
shown in figure lb where new domain lines are seen as compared to previous
patterns, for instance EF, GH, etc. in X region and IJ, KL, MN, etc. in Y region
and some domain lines like AB and CD visible in figure la are not seen in
figure lb.
Further etching changes the domain structure. After 150 rain etching (see figure lc)
the domain lines EF, GH, IJ, KL, etc. seen in figure lb disappear and entirely new
lines OP, QR, ST, UV, etc. in the corresponding regions Y and Z and new domain
structure in the form of 90° spikes in X-region have appeared.
Thus during the process of successive dissolution the domain structure in the
corresponding regions of figure 1 is found to be changing. Clearly the domains set
up in the crystal are not formed only by the walls previously visible on the surface as
was earlier shown in KNbO 3. Some domain walls already extending to the unetched
surface terminate inside the bulk and some walls existing inside gradually show up on
the surface and again terminate as the layers are successively removed.

3. Discussion--Volume nucleation

The above results bring forth the question as to how the domain walls found completely inside the bulk without extending to the surface happen to be there. The
possibilities are: (1) they have been nucleated at the crystal surface during phase
transition and moved inside after detaching from the surface, (2) they have been
formed there but not moved subsequently, (3) they were formed somewhere in the
bulk and subsequently migrated to those positions.
Propositions (2) and (3) suggest volume nucleation but if mechanism (1) is to be
true then the total number of walls found in the bulk of a crystal should not be more
than the walls that can reasonably be expected to nucleate on the whole surface region
of that crystal. The actual observations showed that the number of walls inside is
so large that, if all these walls are nucleated on the surface of the crystal, a domain
width of the order of 10-3 cm is obtained. The actual domain width in PbNb~On is
found to be even slightly more than 10-3 cm, and obviously proposition (1) is not
operative. Also, there is no reason why such a large number of domain walls should
leave the surface. On the contrary, based on strain energy considerations, the walls
should prefer to stick to the surface. It appears then that volume nucleation takes
place in PbNb~On and KNbO 3.
In KNbO3 evidence has already been obtained supporting volume nucleation.
Impurities have been found at the sites of the domain walls in the bulk showing that
they play a similar role in domain nucleation in the bulk as they do when on the
surface (Ingle and Mishra 1977). The dislocations have been shown to have correlation with the domain structure, and this stress dependence is so regular and
extensive throughout the bulk that the domain can be seen to be formed by these
dislocations (Mishra and Ingle 1974). In BaTiO 3, evidence had been obtained
through electron microscopic studies (Bradt and Ansell 1967) that a dislocation
can nucleate a 90° domain. Since volume nucleation appears to take place in
PbNb20 e as seen above, studies on the type of stress dependence involved were
carried out. Again, the etching technique was used as in K I ~ O 3.
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Figure 1. a. Cleaved surface etched for 15 min showing perpendicular pattern of 90 ~
domains, b, a n d e. Successively etched crystal surface shown in la. b. 90 ° domain
structure a n d associated etch pit pattern in 90 rain etching, e. terminating domain
walls with associated dislocation loops in 150 rnin etching. ( x 450)
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Figures 2a and b.

Match-faces etched for 20 min ( x 360).

Figure 3. Cleaved surface etched for 75 min showing etch pits rotated through 90 °
in accordance with domain structure in X Y region ( x 450).
Figure 4. Irregular bending of domain walls and associated etch pit pattern in 60
rain etching ( x 360)
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4. Nature of stresses

Figures 2a and b show the matched faces of a cleaved crystal etched with the same
etchant mentioned earlier for 20 rain. Majority of the etch pits at sites correspond to
those encircled in both the photomicrographs. The pits grew in successive etching
indicating that they are at the sites of dislocations. Complete one-to-one correspondence of etch pits as required by the straight line dislocations is not observed either
in the photomicrographs of figure 2, or otherwise. Some pits begin to lose their size
in successive dissolution and even disappear. The shape of the pits also changes
continuously. These factors indicate that the inclinations of the dislocation lines with
the observed surface change continuously, resulting in the formation of loops. When
the dislocation lines cut near the observed surface, the pits can be normally observed
with more clarity (figure 3). In this figure the rotation of etch pits across the domain
line XY can also be noticed. This rotation occurs because the region near XY is on
a different grain (see the striped region near XY). This type of grain structure is
very common in PbNb206 as already reported (Ingle and Bangre 1978).
Etching of numerous crystal surfaces reveals that dislocation loops tend to be close
to the domain wall (figures la, b and c). Also, the domain wails associated with
these loops terminate as the loops do not penetrate further. It can be seen from
figure lb that the domain lines EF, GH, IJ, KL, etc. and the corresponding etch pits
are not present in figure lc. On the other hand entirely new domain walls with a
new etch pit pattern are seen in figure lc.
An irregularity in the crystallographic orientation of a domain wall is usually
associated with peculiar etch pits and hence the pattern of dislocations. In figure 1,
the domain wall EF is deviated and meets another wall EG to form a wedge shaped
domain GEF. A good example of the comprehensive effect of the dislocation loops
on domain walls is provided by figure 4 which shows numerous bent walls and associated pits. The domain wall tends to draw towards the dislocations and if the dislocations are situated at different distances from the wall, the wall is bent quite
irregularly in accordance with the stresses exerted by different dislocations on
either side of the wall.
Comparing this situation with that obtained in KNbOz, one finds that the effect is
similar but relatively weaker. The actual domain structure in any crystal is the result
of two opposing factors viz. the depolarizing energy and the strain energy. One
finds here then that the influence of strain energy in setting domains in the bulk is
appreciable but not quite as strong as in KNbO 3.

5. Conclusion

PbNb206 like KNbO a provides another instance, where bulk nucleation is operative.
The dislocations are in the form of loops, and domain walls terminate when the loops
no longer penetrate further in the bulk. The studies on numerous crystals with bent
domain walls indicate that the influence of elastic energy in setting domain structures
is appreciable but not as strong as observed in KNbO 3 (Mishra and Ingle 1974; Ingle
and Mishra 1977).
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